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Video with other systems and data

Enterprise organizations, how is this platform, along with secure con validated to protect from any known users have access from the right. These integrations ensure that only the right and Response, Encryption (In-Flight and At-Rest) Software-de.

Vulnerability Assessment Platforms, Secure

occurring in the broader video surveillance Mills built-in security in our products, best-practices prevent against hacks to the code itself, and data may encrypt the data per application need. access control protection for data, and systems cloud. Local edge storage cards must provide certi

the code and resiliency in case of a potential ensure active measurement and attestation of with the surveillance and all IoT applications and must be amount of video data stored on

Mills distributed, small, large, etc.), Cloud Providers can strong for multi-camera, multi-sensor integrated improving productivity, be it in retail, complex decisions and productivity deployments, including video surveillance and

With the expanding IoT universe, what will customers while continuing to deliver the ben

advantages that VSaaS suppliers are innovating
cost-eff

SMB. The reasons why are simple. The need and option is fast becoming a cost-
customers with multiple small infrastructure.

Machine Learning, Camera as a Sensor, etc. (typically the largest part of the cost) and VMS. We also suggest leveraging existing cameras VMS. We also suggest leveraging existing cameras

multi-cloud approach, video surveillance solutions compelling result.
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